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regional round-up

Amer 136’
Permare Group’s new flagship

EUROPEAN

Permare finally decided the best way to sell yachts they could be

ISA 55 Meter
Panorama is under
construction

proud of, was to build them themselves. Specializing in typically

International Shipyard Ancona has commenced construction

stylish Italian designed yachts, the Amer range was created in the

on this 55m (180’) project pictured, with a scheduled delivery to

Celebrating their 40th anniversary in style, the Permare Group
has recently unveiled a new flagship project. Founded by Fernando
Amerio as a service company, before becoming a yacht dealership,

2000s, with a 116’ being the largest in their range. This fall,

her Mexican owner in 2014. Horacio Bozzo, who opted for the

however, the Amerio family, in response to client demand,

reversed bow so currently en vogue, designed this new ISA. The
transom area also answers the current expectations of yacht

introduced their new project, a much larger yacht; the Amer 136’.

clients, by providing a large fold out garage door that allows

The new pride of Permare sports an eye-catching design with the

free access to the Beach Club. The enormous garage will store a

wide body concept employed for the main deck to increase volume
for the owner’s cabin. Surrounded by the suspended passageways

30’ (9m) Riva Iseo, along with an 18’ RIB tender. The hull is

that lead down to the main deck, the foredeck is fully devoted to

made of high tensile steel while the entire superstructure is

relaxation with oversized sunpads and a forward lounge area. The

aluminum. Panorama’s GA is pretty conventional, with a large

main deck layout offers the traditional salon and dining room, day

on deck master featuring balconies, plus four guest cabins on

head, galley and a superb owner suite, complete with a full-scale

the lower deck. The main saloon and dining room will be

private salon/office. The lower deck includes four guest cabins in

flooded with vistas and natural light, thanks to the lateral
sliding bay windows. Powered by twin CATs developing 1,911hp,

the usual layout. Behind the transom, where the space is usually

Panorama’s range will be 4,200nm at 12-knots.

devoted to a tender garage, Permare have instead installed a beach

www.isayachts.com

club. The tender garage is therefore located further forward with a
lateral launching system. What on first appearance looks like a
Raised Pilot House, is in fact a true third deck with wheelhouse,
captain’s cabin and observation lounge. As with Permare’s previous
models, the design collaboration with Verme Projects continues.
The 136’ will be offered in two configurations; long range/semi
planning and Sport/Planning, each with an option of two different
power packages. The top speed for this all-aluminum build will
range from 19- to 30-knots. www.gruppopermare.it
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